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SECTION 1

learning context

1

design context

learning purposes

Everyone needs cold drinks and everyone
has a favourite. Children who do not like
to drink water may not realise that their
favourite drink is basically water with
some flavouring and fizz. There is a huge
soft drinks industry aiming its products at
children. How healthy are they? Are they
better than homemade drinks? In this unit
children investigate the ingredients used
in making cold drinks and how they could
combine a range of ingredients to make
a new drink. They will think about
nutrition, cost and, most important, the
sort of flavours and textures that their
particular consumer prefers.

In this unit children will learn:

t about the ingredients used in cold
drinks, their nutritional values, and how
they are presented commercially,
including cost; (Session 1)

t to evaluate a food product and record
the evaluation in a meaningful way;

(Session 2)

t to use a range of food preparation tools
safely and effectively;

(Session 3)

t to combine ingredients to change the
appearance/taste/texture of a drink;
(Session 3)

t to find out and record a consumer’s
needs and preferences.

(Session 4)



SECTION 2

tasks for learning

the small tasks
the focused practical tasks
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1 Investigating cold drinks
40 minutes

2 Evaluating drinks
40 minutes

3 Using tools and combining ingredients
60 minutes

4 Identifying consumer preferences
40 minutes

5 Writing the specification
40 minutes

A healthy cold drink will be designed and
made for another class member. Each
child will have to find out the preferences
and needs of the consumer, and will
include feedback from that person as part
of the evaluation process. 60 minutes

The evaluation 40 minutes

Unit review 40 minutes

notice how the bubbles cling to the stirrer.
You can have interesting conversation
with children about the bubbles in a fizzy
drink by using the following questions as
starters: “Where do they come from?”
“What’s inside them?” “What happens
when they reach the surface?”

the big task
the design and make task



SECTION 3

children’s decisions

design decisions
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The children can decide on the following:

t whether the drink will be based on
water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt or
fruit juice

required learning in Sessions 1, 3 and 4,

design decision made in Session 5;

t which fruit to use

required learning in Sessions 2 – 4,

design decision made in Session 5;

t how the fruit should be prepared

required learning in Sessions 3 and 4,

design decision made in Session 5;

t which other ingredients to add, if any

required learning in Sessions 2–4,

design decision made in Session 5;

t how to present the drink so that it is
appealing to the consumer

required learning in Sessions 1 and 4,

design decision made in Session 5.



investigating cold drinks
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SECTION 4

teaching the unit

suggested timing
40 mins

session
one

Teacher input

Tell the class that they will each be
designing and making a new kind of cold
drink for a particular person – their
consumer. Before they are ready to do
that they will be investigating some
common cold drinks, and learning about
the way drinks can be made.

The task they are taking on can be
compared with commercial practices such
as market research, tasting panels and
advertising. Costs of different drinks
should also be noted.

Here are some good questions.

t What sort of cold drinks do you and
your family drink?

t Do you buy cold drinks? Which ones?
Why?

t Do you make cold drinks? Which
ones? Why?

t When a drink is poured into a cup, can
you tell if it is homemade or not? Why?

t What is fruit juice?

t What are healthy ingredients? (Point
out that water, although necessary for
health, is not a food, and that sugar in
moderation is not unhealthy as it gives
energy.)

Show the class samples of cold drinks,
labels and advertisements. Tell them they
can taste the drinks another day. Talk about
the types of garnish used on drinks e.g.
orange slices, mint leaves, paper umbrellas.
As the class “What are they for?”

Pupil activity

Explain to the class that they will work in
groups to examine and discuss the
samples you have brought (they could
also bring pictures and labels from
home). Tell them that each group should
make a list of what they think are the
important features of cold drinks. Put the
lists on display with drinks labels and
pictures. This display will provide useful
reference in later lessons.

Resources

Stimulus: a variety of ingredients for cold drinks, several commercial cold drinks including
their lists of ingredients, pictures from magazines of cold drinks, reference
materials about nutrition, examples of decoration/garnishes;

Consumables: paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Ask the class to consider the hazards and risks that might be involved in tasting drinks in the
classroom in preparation for the next session.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
two

5

suggested timing
40 minsevaluating drinks

Teacher input

Tell the class that today they are going to
learn how to evaluate cold drinks.
Explain that to do this they will have to
decide what they think about the taste,
texture, appearance and nutritional value
of several different cold drinks. You can
explain the difference between taste and
texture like this.

t To describe the texture of a drink you
need to explain how it feels in your
mouth.

t To describe the taste of a drink you
need to describe the flavour.

Tell the class that they can use a chart to
record their evaluation. (‘Evaluating cold
drinks’ available as a ready-to-copy sheet).

Pupil activity

Children should look at, then taste, each
of the sample drinks available, using the
small tasting cups. Explain that they
should wipe their cup between different
drinks and that they should not share
cups. They should record their evaluations
of the drinks so that the class will have a
record of what they each think about the
taste, texture, appearance and nutritional
value of each drink. Abler children may
use the data to present information about
the class’s preferences using methods they
have learned in numeracy lessons. Put all
the results on display for future reference.

Resources

Stimulus: class display from Session 1;

Consumables: ‘Evaluating cold drinks’, water, fizzy drink, fruit juice, milk, paper,
small paper cups, tissues;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

It is important to find out if there are children in the class who are sensitive to certain foods. Send home
a list of all the ingredients to be used so that parents have an opportunity to warn of any potential
problems.  Discuss the hazards and risks involved in tasting drinks and how the risks can be controlled
by observing basic food safety rules.  Discuss the additional hazards and risks caused by sharing this
activity and how these risks can be controlled by observing basic food safety rules.



SECTION 4

teaching the unit

session
three

using tools and combining ingredients
suggested timing
60 mins

Teacher input

Explain to the class that today they will learn
how to prepare ingredients to combine into
a cold drink. Tell them that they should try
the following combinations:

t yoghurt or fizzy water with fruit juices;

t milk with drinking chocolate;

t puréed and whisked fruit in a fruit
juice (a smoothie).

Explain that they should try the following:

t making the drink sweeter by adding
sugar, honey or fruit;

t making the drink colder by adding
crushed ice or frozen fruit slices;

t making the drink thicker by adding
grated, mashed or sieved fruit, ice
cream.

Show the class how to use each
tool safely and which tool is most
appropriate for each task. Simple
ways to purée fruit are by
mashing and by pushing
chopped fruit through a sieve
with the back of a spoon.

Bananas, strawberries and tinned peaches
are easy to purée like this.

Pupil activity

Working in groups, the children should use
simple tools such as a knife, fork, spoon,
peeler, sieve, grater and whisk to prepare
the ingredients in different ways. They will
need to taste the results of their work, so
food hygiene rules should be observed all
through the session. Children should taste
the sample drinks made by their group and
record the most successful combinations.
They should use the costs of the ingredients
to work out the cost of their drink. Add the
information about successful combinations
and cost to the class display from Session 1.

Resources

Stimulus: class display about cold drinks from Session 1, costs for supplied ingredients;

Consumables: water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt, fruit juices, variety of fresh fruit in season,
tinned peaches, ice cream, drinking chocolate, sugar, paper;

Tools: knife, fork, spoon, peeler, sieve, grater, whisk for preparing ingredients, spoons
for tasting, cups for sample drinks, pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in using tools to prepare ingredients and how these risks can be
controlled by taking care. Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when handling food materials.

6
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identifying consumer preferences
suggested timing
40 mins

session
four

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Remind the class of the work they have done
in the previous sessions. Give each child a
partner (their consumer) to interview about
any special requirements, preferences or
ideas they have for their ideal cold drink –
remembering that it must be a healthy drink!
They should also consider cost, and make
sure the drink is not too expensive to make
(you might like to set a limit for this).

Another way to organise this session is
for the children to devise a class
questionnaire and then to use the results
to build a database on the computer. The
benefit would be a set of results across
the whole class which they could
compare with their individual results and
which might show some interesting group
trends. There is a ready-to-copy ‘Cold
drink consumer questionnaire’ available
which may be a useful writing frame for
less able children.

Pupil activity

Children should be encouraged to think
of good questions to ask their partner and
should choose a way of recording their
results. They will need to use these results
in the next session and their recording
methods will be evaluated in Session 8.
Collect the completed recording sheets for
use in the next session.

Resources

Stimulus: class displays from Sessions 1, 2 and 3;

Consumables: ‘Cold drink consumer questionnaire’, paper;

Tools: pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in carrying out a simple survey and how these
risks can be controlled by polite behaviour and consideration for others.
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writing the specification

session
five

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Use the information from the ‘Cold drink
consumer questionnaire’ to discuss the
results from the last session. Use a show
of hands method to identify major trends
in class preferences. For example, you
could say “Hands up if your consumer
liked fizzy drinks.”  Compare this to the
hand count when you say “Hands up if
your consumer liked yoghurt.” And so on.
If you have made a class database, you
could interrogate this along similar lines.

Tell the class that they are ready to write
the specification for the drink they will
make for their consumers. Explain that it
should include features identified by the
users as important, a list of ingredients,
method of making, and a labelled drawing.
This specification will be used in Sessions
6 and 7 for making and evaluating the
drink. There is a ready-to-copy sheet
‘Cold drink specification’ available.

Pupil activity

Children should work individually to write
a specification. Explain that they will
need to decide the following.

t Will the main ingredient of the drink
be water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt or
fruit juice?

t Will fruit be added?

t If so, which fruit and how will it be
prepared?

t Which other ingredients to add, if
any?

t What will be added to make
the drink look appealing?

suggested timing
40 mins

Resources

Stimulus: completed ‘Cold drink consumer questionnaires’ from
Session 4;

Consumables: ‘Cold drink specification’ sheets;

Tools: pencils, coloured pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when handling food by asking the
children to draw a picture of a part of the making process that may require extra
care e.g. washing hands before beginning.
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session
six

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

the big task: making the new cold drink
suggested timing
60 mins

Teacher input

Tell the class that they are ready now to make
the cold drink for their consumers. Remind
them to check the specification they have
written as that describes the drink they have
decided to make. If the whole class is going
to do the session at the same time, make sure
the classroom is organised so that tools and
ingredients are easily accessible to everyone.
If you are able to recruit some adult helpers
make sure they know about the specifications
and that the children should work as
independently as possible.

Pupil activity

The children should work in their pairs so
that the drinks can be tasted by the
consumers during, and immediately after,
the making. Changes may need to be made
to the design in response to the consumer’s

reactions, and these should be recorded on
the specification sheet.

The final drink should be evaluated by the
consumer. There is a ready-to-copy ‘Cold
drink consumer tasting chart’ available.
The final drink should also be costed, and
some children may need help with this.

Resources

Stimulus: ‘Cold drink specifications’, simple information on costs;

Consumables: ‘Cold drink consumer tasting chart’, water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt, fruit juices,
variety of fresh fruit in season, tinned peaches, ice cream, drinking chocolate, sugar;

Tools: knife, fork, spoon, peeler, sieve, grater, whisk for preparing ingredients, spoons
for tasting, cups for sample drinks, pencils.

Health and safety check

Revisit the discussion about controlling risks when handling and tasting food materials.

Extension work

Children who finish early or who need an
extra challenge could be asked to do the
following.

t Design a drink to celebrate a special
occasion at home or at school, using a
labelled drawing and including a
recipe so that someone else could
make the drink.

t Write down a selection of design
ideas for a drink to serve during
school sports day in the summer term.
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suggested timing
40 mins

session
seven

evaluating the final product

SECTION 4

teaching the unit

Teacher input

Start this session by looking at the “Cold
drink specification’ sheets from Session 5
and also the ‘Cold drink consumer tasting
chart’ recorded at the end of the previous
session. Explain to the class that today they
will be evaluating their cold drink. Tell them
that they will compare the drink they actually
made with the one that they had planned
to make. Discuss these questions with the
children.

t Was it easy to follow the specification?

t Did you have to make changes to the
drink you had planned? Why?

t Did your consumer like the drink?

t Was there anything that surprised you
when you were making the drink?

Pupil activity

Children will need to sit with their
partners. Every child should record their
evaluation. There is a ready-to-copy ‘Cold
drink evaluation’ sheet available. Each
evaluation should be checked by the
consumer to see if they agree. If not, they
should discuss their differences.

Resources

Stimulus: ‘Cold drink specification’, ‘Cold drink consumer tasting chart’ sheets;

Consumables: ‘Cold drink evaluation’ sheets;

Tools: pencils, coloured pencils.

Health and safety check

Discuss the hazards and risks involved in drinking the cold drink and how these risks
can be controlled.



suggested timing
40 mins

session
eight

unit review

SECTION 4

teaching the unit
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Teacher input

Use the class displays that have been
produced during the unit to remind the
children of all the work they have done.
Explain to the class that it is important to
think about how to get better at design &
technology and that they can do this by
discussing the following questions.

t What did you learn about drinks that
you didn’t know before?

t Was it difficult to give scores to drinks?

t Was it difficult to record your scores?

t Which ways of recording are easiest
to understand? Why?

t Is it easier to make a drink for yourself
or for someone else? Why?

t How did you write down your
consumer’s needs and preferences?

t Which ways of recording are
easiest to understand? Why?

t What did you find difficult
about this project?

t What did you get better at?

t What could have been done
better?

Pupil activity

The children should discuss the questions
in groups and when they have finished
you should ask each group to make a
short report to the class. The class should
agree a target for getting better based on
these reports for their next design &
technology unit.

Resources

Stimulus: Class displays from previous sessions.

Health and safety check

Discuss whether the class used hazard recognition, risk identification and risk control to design and
make safely.



Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Sessions 4-8

consumer, market research, taste, texture, peeler, sieve, grater, whisk, questionnaire, interview, allergy,
tasting panels, advertising, healthy water, fizzy water, milk, design specification, labelled
ingredients, cost yoghurt, fruit, fruit juice drawing, evaluation.

Stimulus materials Consumable materials Tools

Session 1 a variety of ingredients for cold paper pencils
drinks, several commercial
cold drinks including their lists
of ingredients, pictures from
magazines of cold drinks,
reference materials about
nutrition, examples of
decoration/garnishes

Session 2 class display from Session 1 ‘Evaluating cold drinks’, water, pencils
fizzy drink, fruit juice, milk, paper,
small paper cups, tissues

Session 3 class display about cold water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt, knife, fork, spoon, peeler,
drinksfrom Session 1, costs fruit juices, variety of fresh fruit in sieve, grater, whisk for
for supplied ingredients season, tinner peaches, ice cream, preparing ingredients, cups,

drinking chocolate, sugar, paper tasting spoons, pencils

Session 4 class displays from Sessions ‘Cold drink consumer questionnaire’, pencils
1, 2 and 3 paper

Session 5 completed questionnaires ‘Cold drink specification’ sheets pencils and coloured
from Session 4 pencils

Session 6 ‘Cold drink specifications’, water, fizzy water, milk, yoghurt, knife, fork, spoon, peeler,
 simple information on costs fruit juices, variety of fresh fruit in sieve, grater, whisk , cups,

season, tinned peaches, ice cream, tasting spoons, pencils
drinking chocolate, sugar, ‘Cold
drink consumer tasting chart’

Session 7 ‘Cold drinks specification’, ‘Cold drinks evaluation’ sheets pencils and coloured
‘Cold drink consumer tasting pencils
chart’

Session 8 class displays from previous
sessions

SECTION 5

resources and links

vocabulary

resources summary

12
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links to other subjects

SECTION 5

resources and links

Literacy

There are many opportunities for literacy
work within this unit or extending from it.

In term 1 the children will be reading
instructions which could be linked to
making fun cocktails. Writing instructions
would then follow on naturally.

In term 3 non-chronological reports could
be written about drinks available today,
comparing taste, ingredients and price.

There is much reading that can be done
involving the labels on drinks which could
in turn lead onto writing your own label
for your drink.

Numeracy

This unit includes a focus on the costs of
drinks, which gives a real purpose to the
Numeracy key objective for Year 3
‘Understanding and using the £.p
notation’. It also provides support for
work on measures.

Science

This unit builds on the knowledge learned
in the QCA Primary Science Unit 2A
(Year 2) ‘Health and growth’ and it links
well with the QCA Primary Science Unit
3A (Year 3) ‘Teeth and eating’. Both of
these science units support delivery of the
nutrition element of the ‘Life processes
and living things’ strand of the Science
National Curriculum at Key Stage 2.

ICT

If you decide to build a class database of
responses to the questionnaire in Session
4, the children’s work will link well with
units in the QCA scheme of work for ICT
– building on Units 1E ‘Representing
information graphically: pictograms’ and
Unit 2C ‘Finding information’, and
preparing for  Unit 3C ‘Introduction to
databases’.



Evaluating cold drinks Name

Drink How it looks  Taste Texture Is it healthy?

Water

Fizzy drink

Fruit juice

Milk



Cold drink consumer questionnaire

 My name:   What is your name?

1. Do you like water? yes q no q

2. Do you like milk? yes q no q

3. Do you like yoghurt? yes q no q

4. Do you like fruit drinks? yes q no q

5. Do you like tropical fruit? yes q no q

6. Do you like fizzy drinks? yes q no q

7. What would your ideal drink be?

8. Are you allergic to any foods?



Cold drink specification

Name:

 This will be the main liquid:

water  q fizzy water  q    milk  q yoghurt  q fruit juice  q

 other:

 I will use these fruits:

strawberry  q banana  q apple  q orange  q lemon  q
 other:

 I will add these:

  sugar q    ice cream q    drinking chocolate q     chocolate chips q ice q

 other:

This is what I will do to the fruit:

This is how I will make the drink:

This is what will it look like:



Cold drink consumer tasting chart

Name:

Do you like the look of this drink? yes q no q

Do you like the taste of this drink? yes q no q

Do you like the texture of this drink? yes q no q

What could be better?



Cold drink evaluation

Name:      Cost of this drink:

Which is the main liquid?

  water q   fizzy water  q milk q yoghurt q fruit juice q

other:

Which fruits did I use?

strawberry q banana q apple q orange q lemon q

other:

What else did I add?

sugar q ice cream q drinking chocolate q chocolate chips q ice q

other:

This is what I did to the fruit:

This is how I made the drink:

Did my consumer like the drink I made?

How could it be improved?
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